Multimedia Application Development With Islamic Critical Reflection Through 3-2-1 Technique for Novice Teacher Internship Program
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ABSTRACT

The use of technology in the learning process has become the most significant point in helping teachers reaching the objectives of the learning. This study focuses on the use of multimedia by novice teachers in comprehending the internship program’s guidance. The Islamic Critical Reflection model is a new and innovative model in the field of education which development is a result of integration between Islamic value and science. This study aims to answer problems related to the internship supervision which occurs among novice teachers. The multimedia application in the form of Flash Macromedia is developed using Islamic Critical Reflection model for internship program of novice teachers at the Tarbiyah and Teacher Training Faculty UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya. The research design of this study is Research and Development. It includes the process of collecting information, designing a product, validating the design, improving the design, piloting the product, re-revising the product, trying out the product, revising further and creating products for large numbers. The results of this study indicate that the products produced by Macromedia Flash application integrated with Islamic Critical Reflection Model for Tarbiyah and Teacher Training Faculty of UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya’s internship program are feasible to use. The results are from the experts’ analysis and users’ trials. Experts involved in the validation of this product are Islamic Education specialists, application experts, educational technology experts, and curriculum expert.

1. Introduction

UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya has a vision and mission that is hoped to be reached through the milestones between the period of 2019-2045. The milestones are described in the UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya’s Development Master Plan 2019-2045 [1], [2]. One of the biggest duty of UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya and also of other higher education institutions managed by the Ministry of Religion is to integrate knowledge and religion as the differentiator between the institutions with those managed by the Ministry of Education.

Higher education nowadays has more challenging responsibility in preparing its students to be ready for the 4.0 industrial revolution. This preparation can be managed by an internship program for novice teachers. It is because this module is an integration between theory and practice done at schools. This program aims to prepare students to be professional teachers.

Within this context, UIN Sunan Ampel has done many adaptation programs. One of the programs is designed to train novice teachers in mastering teaching skill that is intact and integrated. Therefore, after graduating, novice teachers who have taken the internship module are hoped to be ready for teaching [3], having a positive identity as a teacher, and acquiring more knowledge in the field of teaching [3]. It is possible because the internship program has several elements that are involved: supervisor, mentor teacher, and novice teacher.

The challenge is that the internship program that is running at the moment is considered to be not effective and not efficient yet in its guidance system. The problem that is emerged is the unstructured guidance program within each element. The evaluation and reflection in the internship program have only been partially conducted without a thorough involvement of various weakness points. The result is, there is no comprehensive information toward the development of novice teachers during the internship program. This condition then resulted in less competent novice teachers. Whereas, this internship program is designed to...
be the prime program the faculty can offer, and also designed to be the educational core program.

To resolve the problem, Tarbiyah and Teacher Training faculty strives to develop a supervision system through critical reflection approach in the internship program. The technique implemented is the 3-2-1 technique with Islamic values as the base of its integration. Therefore, the process will facilitate teaching and learning, and it would be central to the teacher’s development. The implementation of the 3-2-1 technique is done within the discussion process between the supervisor, mentor teacher and novice teacher. The three elements provide three positive inputs of what was found during the internship. After that, two negative inputs are presented and followed by a solution [4]. The Islamic Critical Reflection approach is used during supervision. It is based on Surah Al-Hujurat verse 6-8.

In this research, the concept is made in the form of the application using Flash Macromedia. Included in it, is the first supervision until the eighth. In other words, this research aims to develop a multimedia application with Islamic Critical Reflection for the Novice Teacher Internship Program.

In this research, multimedia as a tutorial application in facilitating teacher mentors, lecturers, and students in carrying out practical activities in field experience, so that they can understand the steps of supervision they will do for each. For teacher mentors, they will understand what they must provide in each supervision. For lecturers, they can understand what must be done when they are supervised. Likewise, for students, they will understand what they should get every time the lecturer supervises. Therefore this multimedia is not used for the learning process in the classroom, but this multimedia is used as a tutorial application in making supervising steps clear.

With the application, it is hoped that the novice teacher’s professionalism is improving in the way that novice teachers can critically reflect and integrate it with Islamic values and pedagogical knowledge. “Critical reflection involves concern about the broader issue of teaching and learning” [5] is the notion that Murray and Kujundiz hold. They explained that [6] “critical reflection involves a process of analyzing, reconsidering, and questioning experiences within a broad context of issues such as analyzing assumption about teaching, raising awareness about the context of teaching. They imagine alternative ways of thinking”.

The concept is visualized in the form of flash Macromedia. The application is developed through the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). TAM model modification is done by Venkantesh [7] by adding trust variable with the title: Trust enhances Technology Acceptable Model which evaluating the relationship between TAM variable and trust. TAM other modification is Trust and Risk in Technology Acceptance Model (TRITAM) that uses trust and risk variable named TAM variable [8]. This model is one of the models developed from the theory of using a system of technology. It is considered to be the most affected in explaining personal acceptance towards the benefit and information technology used as a system [9].

One research that is related to the novice teacher program is Toman et al., [10]. It develops reflective thinking method and determines the novice teacher reflective thinking level. In 2007, Mathew discussed how mentor teacher creates opportunities for the novice teachers to developed reflective practice during the internship at school [11]. Gonen [12] in the research that was aimed to evaluate the experience that caused some changes after reflection is done. Moreover, it was also aimed to figure out what experience gained by the novice teacher after receiving guidance from the mentor teacher [12]. The importance of this research is for both the mentor teacher and the novice teacher understand the supervision process thoroughly, especially in implementing the 3-2-1 reflective principal as a part of novice teacher professional development. Novice teacher will be more confident with the guidance process that used Islamic Critical Reflection. Mentor teacher will also work professionally in guiding novice teacher.

2. Design

This research is aimed to develop an application in the form of Macromedia flash to be used in the internship program. This multimedia application is used to make an understanding of the duties of lecturers, mentor teacher,, and novice teacher when conducting internship program as a tutorial in supervising. Therefore this application is not used in class as media teaching-learning but is used in the supervision process. According to Borg and Gall [13], this research is categorized as Research and Development (R&D) research.

Steps that are generated from the process are understood to be the R&D cycle. They are consisted of studying research findings, developing the product, testing the product, and revising it to improve its weaknesses.

The R & D design used in this study is as follows.

Figure 1. R & D flow

The R & D steps as referred to in the figure are information gathering, product design, design validation, revise design, limited product trials, initial product revisions, large-scale usage trials, revise product, making mass product, and dissemination [13]. These steps are a guide for researchers to conduct this research.

The test subjects in this R & D are stakeholders involved in implementing the practice of the field experience. The
stakeholders are 50 partner schools of the Tarbiyah Faculty UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya which are occupied by field experience, 50 supervisors, and 150 mentor teachers.

3. Finding and Discussion

As in the R & D design above some of the findings in this study are as follows:

3.1. Gather Information

Information about the implementation of internship program in schools was conducted on Sunday, May 13, 2018 through a Focus Group Discussion (FGD) which was attended by 47 good tutors who were in Ibtidaiyah Madrasah, Madrasah Tsanawiyah / Middle School, Islamic Senior High Schools/ Vocational Schools in the region Surabaya and Sidoarjo and 41 Supervisors at the Sunan Ampel State Islamic University (UINSA). The FGD results show the need for understanding the concept of how the guidance model can improve the quality of UINSA internship’s students who are qualified, the need for easy access that can be reached by students, civil servant teachers and Field Supervisors about guidelines for implementing effective and efficient internship program.

3.2. Stage of Product Design

On June 5, a Forum Group Discussion (FGD) was held which was attended by experts, namely educational technology experts, multimedia experts, Islamic education experts, and curriculum design experts from development products including a model of student assistance with Pamong Teachers and Field Advisors with 3-2-1 (triad meeting) which is visualized in Flash Media Multimedia. On June 10, an FGD was held which was attended by experts again by presenting users. This FGD designed a product that will be formed in the internship application development model using Islamic studies on how to provide critical assistance based on an Islamic approach.

At this stage it was found, the practice of field training needs to be done with a reflective approach in communicating to convey information. This 3-2-1 approach is an implementation of Islamic teachings, that motivating students must be done politely with techniques to promote positive aspects rather than negative aspects. Likewise, the technique 3-2-1 strengthens the process of training students in finding solutions based on an analysis of their strengths and weaknesses [6]. Therefore approach 3-2-1 is an approach that leads to the analysis of the theory of critical reflection.

The 3-2-1 approach is also supported by the pyramid theory of human needs from Malow [15]. Humans in their lives have different needs, those needs from the high to the low. The lowest needs are the need to acknowledge oneself, then the need for compassion, love and love, then the need for security, and the highest needs are physiological needs. The higher the education of a person the higher the level of recognition desired [16]
experts, and curriculum experts. The results of the validator are as follows.

Islamic Education Expert

The application was developed through several steps. The first one is the observation step based on the basic Islamic teaching, which is Surah Al Maidah verse 17 and surah Al-Anam verse 46 about observing the process as one of Allah’s power. In observing the novice teacher, mentor teacher could see how a novice teacher is going through a process in becoming a professional teacher and how a novice teacher is going through a process to be better.

The second and third step is to give a positive and negative suggestion. The second and the third step is the feedback from the supervisor, mentor teacher, and novice teacher. They all work together to suggest positive points. The inspiration for this step is Surah Al Baqarah verse 219, Surah Al Haj verse 28, Surah Al Isra’ verse 14 and Surah Al Ankabut verse 3. Based on the verses, it can be concluded that as a supervisor, a mentor teacher, and a novice teacher, all the three elements have to deliver the truth, which is: conveying positive points to understand the deeper meaning, to contemplate, to evaluate the positive and the negative sides. Contemplation is designed by giving three positive characters and two negative experience.

The fourth step is the solution stage. It is based on Surah Al Baqarah verse 153, Surah Al Baqarah verse 109, Surah Al Ahzab, verse 70-71. All of the surah mentioned gives a clue that supervisor, mentor teacher and novice teacher have to show positive attitude such as to talk politely.

To ease the user in operating the application, guidance and summary result were provided thoroughly as it is seen in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Application Guidelines And An Application Summary](image)

The recognition needed is toward self-actualization, affection, safety, and psychological needs [15]. Those needs are basic human needs. It also supported by several research: Schulte dan Marthann [17], Medcalf et al[18], Emad [19] dan Sari dan Dwarti [20]. These research found out that motivation has a significant effect on work and study achievement.

The result of this 3-2-1 reflection technique is hoped to shape the novice teacher’s self-confident. The teaching and learning will result in positive, and novice teacher can find their professionalism through reflecting every meeting. Therefore, they will be a professional teacher.

Application Analysis

The application that has been made was measured for its suitability using TAM indicator which consists of Perceived of Usefulness with its sub-indicators as follow: 1) Make Job Easier; 2) Work More 3) Increase Productivity 4) Effectiveness 5) Improve job performance (6) Useful. The second indicator is Perceived ease of use with its sub-indicator as follow: 1) Easy to learn 2) Controllable 3) Clear and understandable (4) Flexible, 5) Easy to become skillful (6) easy to use [21]. This research also used an application that was developed based on the human-machine interaction [22] indicator by Davis [23] and Hendrawati [24]. It has several indicators, such as learnability, efficiency, memorability, errors, and satisfaction.

Through the application, it is gained several positive aspects as follow: the application could give guidance for a supervisor so that the supervisor could use it easily. It could also aid the supervisor’s understanding in guiding a novice teacher. It helps the supervisor to improve novice teachers’ professional competencies. This application is designed to present steps in supervising internship programs using the 3-2-1 technique effectively. This, in return, beneficial for faculty, supervisors and lecturers, novice teachers, school and stakeholders to develop teachers’ professionalism.

Based on the application analysis, it is found out that the application design using buttons that are familiar for users is compatible with these Operating System: Windows, Linux, and Android. This development supports Koral and Emel [25], also Akar and Güzin [26] who suggest that technology acceptance relates to content comprehension which becomes the focus. It is also stated by Konak et al. [27] who stated that technology acceptance affects collaborative work. The same notion explained by Davis [21] and Hendrawati [24] who figured that technology acceptance had affected intrinsic motivation to occur.

As the previous research, information technology system acceptance could be explained within group work. The bigger the group who receive the information technology system, the bigger its practice would change. The group would also tend to use or try something new that could be used or developed in an information technology system

3.4. Education of Technology analysis

Education technology is a knowledge which relates to theory and practice on how to design, develop, implement, organize, and measure the education process to reach the educational aim. One
of its important components is a reflection. Reflection is a stage in an educational process so that the goal is reached. Therefore, reflection is used as one of the stages in this application so that it would affect novice teacher positively.

This condition is the same as several research which stated that every novice teacher has a reflective thinking skill [10]. Novice teacher has contributed positively towards the teaching skill that is developed to think reflectively [11]. Reflective needs to be applied when conducting an internship [12].

The same notion goes to video animation. The message is delivered effectively using video. The research that was conducted by Duygu Sonmez and Meral Hakverdi-Can [28] explained that video and application could affect users' comprehension in teaching reflectively.

The result of this study support the research by Mohd dan Elmagzoub A [29], Komalasari, et al. [30], Djamas, et al. [31], and Richter research’s [32]. These researchers found out that learning through application brings a positive effect to the learning result. In this research, it was also found that the mentor teacher understood it more on how to do supervision job during the internship. Likewise the results of research conducted by DeVore et al. [33], Linton [34], Hamdi, et al. [35] Syurigin and Krasnova [36], Lailiyah et al. [37] and Darmawan [38].

3.5. Curriculum Analysis

During the internship program, eight supervisions were conducted. The internship was for two months on holiday between July and September every year [3]. The first supervision is an introduction, observation, school introduction, and sit in with mentor teacher as a complete model. The three activities were conducted in the first week within the supervision activity.

The second supervision is a practical observation which was guidance teaching (with the composition of mentor teacher took up 75% and novice teacher took up 25%) and conference (discussion between mentor teacher, supervisor and novice teacher) on a learning process that has been conducted and lesson plan preparation. Other points that were discussed were: practical guidance teaching (mentor teacher took up 50%, and novice teacher took up 50%), and conference (discussion between mentor teacher, supervisor, and novice teacher) about the learning process that has been conducted and lesson plan preparation. The second supervision was done in the second week.

The third supervision was a practical observation on guidance teaching (mentor teacher took up 25%, and novice teacher took up 75%) and a conference (discussion between mentor teacher, supervisor, and novice teacher) on the learning process that has been conducted and lesson plan preparation. This supervision was conducted in the third week of the internship program.

The fourth supervision is a practical observation on independent teaching and a conference (discussion with a mentor teacher, supervisor and novice teacher) on the learning process that has been conducted and lesson plan preparation. This was done in the fourth week.

The fifth supervision is on the fifth week. The supervision was a practical observation on independent teaching and a conference (discussion between mentor teacher, supervisor, and novice teacher) on the learning process that has been conducted and lesson plan preparation.

The sixth supervision is a practical observation on independent teaching and a conference (discussion between mentor teacher, supervisor, and novice teacher) on the learning process that has been conducted and lesson plan preparation. The seventh supervision is a practical observation on independent teaching and a conference (discussion between mentor teacher, supervisor and novice teacher) on the learning process that has been conducted and lesson plan preparation. This was conducted during the sixth week during the internship program. The eighth supervision was an observation on presentation preparation about the internship result and the finishing of the report. This was done in the sixth week.

The activities above can be visualized in a Macromedia flash application. This application was used in order to aid internship guidance comprehension in the means of attractive visual for users. Not only that, the internship guidance scheme as part of the curriculum becomes more organized and systematic. This is because each supervision has a clear aim and target and therefore, could improve the professionalism of novice teacher [16]. This process could be said as a professionalism improvement process by providing review activity in the reflection during the conference. This is also understood as the implementation of democracy in education [39].

The basis of this development and research is on the analysis of curriculum expert. The result was the internship curriculum design that will influence professionalism achievement of a novice teacher. This is as what Capka [40] has found that the curriculum design could influence student professionalism in the field of accountancy. Another research was by Jasperson [41] which stated that the internship curriculum with reflection principles could improve students’ self-development. The same result was concluded by Johnson [42] who found that the internship process contributes to student’s carrier development after graduation.

4. Conclusion

Internship model application development for novice teacher using the Islamic Critical Reflection was conducted based on four experts. The Islamic religion education expert stated that this application represents Islamic teaching principles as the basis of educational theory development. Application expert stated that this application meets the easiness and readability aspect of TAM (Technology Acceptance Model). Education technology expert stated that educational aspect through reflective teaching is used for feedback to improve the professionalism of novice teacher. It is found in this application. Curriculum expert stated that the cycle of 2-month supervision in this application is a good way in improving novice teacher’s professionalism Conflicts of Interest.
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